Each spring, teachers and support staff meet and confer to develop class lists for the coming year, striving to create classes where optimum learning for all students can take place. It is our goal to have balanced classes across each grade level. Although **teacher requests are not considered**, if you have specific information about your child that should be taken into consideration, please complete this form. Note that this form is optional. Additionally, information that comes in after the deadline will be more difficult to consider since the placement process will have already started.

We consider many factors as we try to stabilize our classes and accommodate individual needs such as gender balance, emotional/social combinations, balance of performance levels, special learning needs, teaching/learning styles, and behavioral factors.

**Please consider sharing academic interests and abilities, emotional and behavioral development, e.g., social awareness or interpersonal skills, and any additional information you think would help us plan for your child.**

Parent Signature ________________________________ Date ___________________

Please return this form to the school office by the end of the day on March 15, 2019.

Date received _______________ (office use only)